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Universities and SBIR Companies – Comparing Results On Federal R&D
As Congress prepares to address the re-authorization of the SBIR program there are lots of
advocates (small businesses and most Federal Agencies) and some opponents (mostly
universities and particularly the Washington, DC, university lobbyists). SBTC believes it is
helpful to compare the productivity of the SBIR companies versus universities in two key critical
factors shown below:
1. Dollars of federal funding per patents issued:
a. Universities (Average 2007 to 2009)1
$14, 940,401
b. SBIR Companies (Average 1982 to 2010)2
$
421,975
2. Commercialization Returns:
a. Universities Licensing (2009)3
4.3 %
4
b. SBIR Companies (Average cash return per award)
75 to 90 %
On these two measures, the SBIR program is 35 times more effective in generating patents per
dollar of Federal R&D funding, (so why do universities question SBIR research quality? – GAO
found that the SBIR was at least as high in research as other federally funded research!5) and at
least 21 times more effective in creating cash returns on the Federal R&D investment. However,
this is not surprising. The primary purposes of the small businesses are to bring new products to
market and to create jobs – and they do this quite well, creating over two-thirds of the net new
jobs in the past 15 years.6 The primary purpose of universities is to provide highly qualified
graduates to enter the U.S. economy7 – and they do this quite well as all SBIR companies will
attest.
SBTC believes strongly that SBIR companies and the universities should not be fighting over
their pieces of the Federal R&D pie (SBIR receives 2.5% of Federal R&D funding, and
universities have averaged about 32-36%).8 In the introduction to Congressional testimony in
1999, Jere Glover, now SBTC Executive Director, stated, “A proposal to create bridges, rather
than walls, between these organizations is advanced to help ensure that the importance of the
federal R&D funding of the entire continuum of the U.S. innovation process is communicated
well to Congress and the public.”9
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